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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Technical Report 1 intends to explain the nature of the overall structural system in the American 

Art Museum (AAM).  This understanding is gained through the use of figures and explanations 

concerning the foundations, floor systems, framing systems, and lateral systems of AAM.  

Additionally the list of applicable codes, materials, and analysis of the specified gravity and 

lateral loads are used to further explain the nuances of the system in its current state. 

 

The structural team for AAM was faced with unique challenges related to the geometry of the 

building affecting both the gravity and lateral load paths. Furthermore, Renzo Piano’s 

architecture typically emphasizes and exposes structural systems, meaning additional design 

constraints were placed on the structural team for member selection. 

 

Specified gravity loads were verified and investigated in a member check of the decking, a 

typical joist, and one gravity truss, all supporting level 5.  This area was chosen because of its 

regularized geometry in this highly irregularly shaped building.  A model of the building’s exterior 

can be seen in Figure 1.  While a few discrepancies were found with regards to design and 

loading assumptions each checked member proved to be adequate for its loads.  Typical 

decking and joists were verified to within 2.1% and 2 shear studs, respectively.  The truss was found 

significantly over-designed for the gravity load case modeled, and the additional capacity is 

assumed to be the result of a load case that includes lateral force analysis. 

 

Lateral load calculations were performed in accordance with 

the local building codes which reference ASCE 7 with minor 

exceptions listed in the detailed calculations.  The 2005 edition 

of ASCE 7 was used because it was the year and code 

specified by the design engineers.   Assumption simplifying the 

geometry of the building and approximating the fundamental 

period of vibration in the seismic analysis caused a 30% 

discrepancy in the base shear calculations.  The carefully 

calculated building weight, coupled with the design base 

shear provided, ensured that the actual design fundamental 

period of vibration could be calculated for the geometrically 

complex building, rectifying the problems presented by the 

simplifying assumptions.  The simplified wind design parameter 

assumptions were met according to ASCE 7-05, but because no final wind load design values are 

provided, this report is unable to offer any further understanding of the actual design wind loads. 

 

The Appendices contain the drawings referenced in this assignment and exhaustive calculations 

performed for all analyses contained in Technical Report 1.   

  

Figure 1: SketchUp Model of Geometry 

of Building (SW Corner) 
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INTRODUCTION 
The American Art Museum (AAM) will serve 

as a replacement to the owner’s current 

facility in the same city.  Figure 2 shows 

AAM’s new location in a more vibrant 

district of the city where aging 

warehouses, distribution centers, and food 

processing plants are being renovated 

and replaced by art galleries, shops, and 

offices.  Now AAM stands in place of 

several such warehouses, and will provide 

a magnificent new southern boundary to 

the city’s recently renovated elevated 

park, which terminates on the eastern 

edge of the site.  

 

 

Renzo Piano’s approach to AAM’s design and architecture serves to reference the city’s history 

with large cooling towers and outdoor terraces that step back towards the river on the west.  

These outdoor terraces will provide views into the city and space for outdoor exhibits and tall 

sculptures while being protected from any wind by the higher portions of the building’s west side.   

Alternately, the large cantilevers, insets, large open spaces, exposed steel, and modular steel 

plate cladding show no attempt to camouflage AAM with the more historical surrounding 

buildings.   

 

AAM’s façade is comprised of the 

aforementioned steel plate, pre-cast 

concrete, and glazing using a standard 

module of 3’-4” (about 1m) (shown in 

Figure 3).  While most of the façade 

components are broken at each story, the 

long steel plates stretch 60’ on the 

southern wall from levels 2 to 6 and from 6 

to 9. 
 

This new facility is a multi-use building with 

gallery and administration space, two 

café/restaurants, art preservation and 

restoration, a library, and a 170-seat 

theater.  Public space including the theater, 

classrooms, restaurants, and galleries are located on the south half of the building on the ground 

level and levels 5 through 8.  Mechanical, storage, conservation, offices, and administration are 

dispersed on the north side at each level.  The 220,000 square-foot AAM will stand 148ft tall and 

cost approximately $266 million.  Construction began in May 2011 and is expected to be 

complete in December 2014. 

  

Figure 2: Arial map showing urban location along river 

(www.maps.google.com) 

Figure 3: South Elevation showing modular façade (A-007) 
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STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 

OVERVIEW 
AAM sits on drilled concrete caissons encased in steel with diameters of either 9.875” or 13.375” 

capped by pile caps. From the foundation level at 32’ below grade, 10 levels rise on steel 

columns and trusses.  Each floor is designed for steel/concrete composite bending.   The lateral 

system consists primarily of braced frames spanning several stories.  At some levels however, the 

floor system uses HSS diagonal bracing between joists and beams to create a rigid diaphragm 

that also transfers the lateral loads between staggered bracing.  Moment frames are used for 

localized stability purposes.   While masonry is used in AAM it is used for fire rating purposes only. 

 

The building classifies as Occupancy Category III.  This is consistent with descriptions of “buildings 

where more than 300 people congregate in one area” and “buildings with a capacity greater 

than 500 for adult education facilities.” 

FOUNDATIONS 
URS Corporation published the geotechnical report in February 2011 to summarize the findings of 

several tests and studies performed between 2008 and 2010.  They summarize that while much of 

the site is within the boundaries of original shoreline, a portion of the western side is situated on fill-

in from construction.  They explain further that the portion that was formerly river has a lower 

bedrock elevation and higher groundwater.  Due to the presence of organic soils and deep 

bedrock, URS suggested designing a deep foundation system and provided lateral response tests 

of 13.375” diameter caissons socketed into bedrock. 

 

The engineers acted on the above suggestions and others.  The caissons are specified with a 

13.375” diameter of varying concrete fill and reinforcement to provide different strengths to 

remain consistent with URS Corp’s lateral response tests.  Low-capacity caissons (9.875” diameter) 

are individually embedded to the pressure slab, while typical and high-capacity caissons are 

placed in pile caps consisting of one or two caissons.  The high-capacity caissons are always 

found in pairs and are located beneath areas of 

high live load or where cantilevers are supported.  

For a complete layout and caisson schedule, see 

FO-100 in Appendix F. 

 

A pressure slab and the perimeter secant-pile walls 

operate in tandem to hold back the soil and 

groundwater below grade during construction 

and for the lifespan of the building.  The walls vary 

between 24” and 36” and are set on 6’-6” wall 

footers and caissons.  These are isolated from the 

pressure slab shown in Figure 4.  Hydrostatic uplift 

led the engineers to design a 24” pressure slab, 

isolated from the 5” architectural slab-on-grade by 

a 19” layer of gravel. 

  Figure 4: Pressure slab detail (S-201) 
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GRAVITY SYSTEM 

FLOOR SYSTEM 
A surprisingly regular floor layout contrasts the obscure geometry of the building (Figure 5).  The 

engineers managed to create a grid with spacings of roughly 20’ (E-W) and 30’ (N-S), where the 

20’ sections are divided by joists which support the floor decking running E-W.   Beams that do not 

align with the typical perpendicular grid indicate a change of building geometry below or 

above.  Each joist and beam/girder is designed for composite bending with the floor slab. 

Four slab/decking thicknesses are called 

for depending on deck span and loading, 

all on 3”-18 gauge composite metal 

deck. The most common callout is 6.25 

(total thickness) lightweight concrete. This 

provides a 2-hour fire rating. 7.5N (normal 

weight) is used on level 1 for outdoor 

assembly spaces and the loading dock, 

and 9N is used for the theater floor.  The 

roof above the level 9 mechanical space 

calls out 5.5. 

While the layout can be considered 

relatively consistent, the beam sizes and 

spans selected suggest a much more 

complicated floor system.  Though a 

typical span at 20’-30’, spans often run as 

long as 70’ on the gallery floors (levels 6-8).  The shorter spans require joists as small as W14x26, but 

the longer spans supporting the upper gallery levels require beams as large as W40x297s for web 

openings.  In several places welded plate girders are specified at depths from 32.5” to 72.”  The 

plate girders are used as transfer large loads and moments over cantilevers, especially from 

gravity trusses and lateral braced frames (Figure 6).   

FRAMING SYSTEM 
Cantilevers on the south side of AAM are 

supported by 1 or 2-story trusses, typically 

running in the N-S direction.  One large gravity 

truss runs along the southernmost column line 

between levels 5 and 6 to support the 

cantilever on the south-eastern corner of the 

building. 

 

While the vast majority of columns are W12x 

or W14x shapes, some of the architecturally 

exposed steel vertical members are HSS 

shapes, pipes, or solid bars.  Furthermore, the 

gravity load path goes up vertically and 

horizontally nearly as much as it flows directly 

down a column to the foundation.  Figure 7 

shows how large portions of the southern half 

of AAM’s levels 3 and 4 are hung from trusses 

and beams on the level 5 framing system.   

Figure 5: Level 5 framing plan showing regular layout against 

building footprint (S-105) 

Gravity Trusses (above) 

Gravity Trusses (below) 

Plate Girder (d=46”) 

Lateral Braced Frames (part of gravity) 

Outline of Building Below 

Figure 6: Level 3 framing plan showing transfer girders and 

lateral braced frames (S-103) 

Lateral Braced Frame (above) 

Lateral Braced Frame (below) 

Plate Girder (d=46”) 
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Renzo Piano’s designs often expose structural steel, providing an extra constraint on the design 

team.  One example is column 3-M.5 which supports level 5 from the outdoor plaza below.  The 

foundation column below grade specifies a W14x311, a typical shape for a column, but the 

architecturally exposed structural steel is called out as 22” diameter solid bar.  A unique analysis 

would be required for a solid bar acting as a column, as AISC XIII does not have provisions for 

such a selection in its tables or specifications. 

  
  

Figure 7: Level 3 framing plan 

showing hangers and outline 

of hung/cantilevered portion 

of building (S-103) 

Gravity Truss (above) 

Compression Support 

(single below) 

Tension Support 

(single above) 
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LATERAL SYSTEM 
AAM’s lateral system is more easily understood than its gravity 

systems.  The concentric braced frames stagger up the building, 

transferring lateral loads via diagonal bracing within the floor 

diaphragms on level 3 for the southern portion and 5 for the 

northern portion as shown in Figure 8.   Most of the braced frames 

terminate at ground level, but three extend all the way down to 

the lowest level. The bracing members are comprised mostly of 

W10x, 12x, or 14x shapes in X-braces or diagonals.  There are, 

however, HSS shapes are used with chevron-braces.  An enlarged 

floor framing plan showing the braced frames at level 5 is 

provided in Figure 9 below. 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 8: Section cut showing N-S braced 

frames at staggered heights (A-212) 

Figure 9: Level 5 Framing Plan Showing 

Lateral System (S-105) 

Lateral Braced Frame  

Gravity Truss that Contributes to 

Lateral System 

Floor System with Diagonal 

Bracing 
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DESIGN CODES & STANDARDS 
The design codes listed for compliance of structural design can be inferred from drawing S-200.01 

and Specification Section 014100.2.B: 

 International Code Council, 2007 edition with local amendments including: 

o Building Code 

o Fire Code 

 ASCE 7-05: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and other Structures 

 ACI 318 -08: Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete (LRFD) 

 AISC XIII: Specifications for Structural Steel Buildings (LRFD) 

 AWS D1.1: American Welding Society Code for Welding in Building Construction 

 

Other codes not applicable to the structural systems of the building can be found in the 

specifications. 

MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS 
The different materials specifications are summarized in Figure 10 below.  Additional information 

can be found on drawing S-200.01 

 

Materials Specifications 

Concrete & Reinforcement Structural Steel 

Wt Use 
f'c 

(psi) Shape ASTM Gr. 
Fy 

(ksi) 

LW Floor Slabs (typ) 4000 Wide Flange A992 - 50 

NW 
Foundations (walls, slab, pile caps, 
grade beams) 

5000 
Hollow Structural A500 B 46 

Structural Pipe A501/A53 -/B 30 

NW Composite Column Alternate 8000 Channels A36 - 36 

NW Other 5000 Angles A36 - 36 

      Plates A36 - 36 

Gr. Use ASTM Connection Bolts A325-SC - 80 

70 Reinforcement A185 (3/4") Anchor Bolts F1554 36 36 

60 Reinforcement (epoxy coated) A775         

70 Welded Wire Fabric A185         

Figure 10: Summary of Structural Materials Specifications in AAM 
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GRAVITY LOAD AND SPOT-CHECKS 

OVERVIEW 

A spot-check of basic gravity members was performed as part of Technical Report 1.  Selected 

loads and cases analyzed the frame supporting Level 5 and compared to the member selection 

and load resultants listed on the drawings.  Detailed calculations for the gravity checks are 

located in Appendix A. 

LOADS SUMMARY 

LIVE LOADS 
Typically, one would expect to see 

Live Loads calculated from ASCE 7 

minimums (ASCE 7 Table 4-1).  The 

structural narrative explains that much 

of AAM does not fit with any ASCE 7 

descriptions of use types, so the 

engineers have provided their own 

design loads summarized in Figure 11.  

Additionally the engineers created a 

live load plan on S-200.01 which shows 

areas of equal live load on each floor.  

 

The engineers, in a desire for 

maximum flexibility of the gallery 

spaces, elected to drastically over-

design the AAM-specific spaces for 

live loads, while being consistent with 

ASCE 7 minimums for more common 

areas.  

 

DEAD LOADS 
Because the live loads are so high, special care seems to have been taken by the design 

engineers to be very precise in their dead load calculations.  Similar to the live loads, the diversity 

of different use types and load requirements have led to a congruent variety of dead load 

arrangements in structural steel weight, concrete density, MEP requirements, partitions, pavers, 

roofing, and other finishes.  A total of 37 different dead load requirements, arranged by use and 

location, are listed in the Dead Load Schedule on drawing S-200.01.  These range from 76 PSF to 

214 PSF.  In all, the building has a dead weight of 23,084 k (11,500 tons) from level 1 through level 

9 Roof North.  Complete dead load calculations for the building are in Appendix B. 

SNOW LOADS 
The snow load calculations are the first of three in 

Technical Report 1 to be detailed using ASCE 7.  Figure 

12 details the summary of this procedure, comparing 

the Snow Load Parameters on drawing S-200.01 to the 

City Building Code/ASCE 7. 

 

 

ASCE 7-05 equation 7-1 (section 7.3) states that where 

Design Narrative Summary ASCE 7 Designation 

Use 
Live 
Load 

Live 
Load Description 

Gallery - Typical 100 100 Assembly Area - Typical 

Gallery - Level 5 200 100 Assembly Area - Typical 

Testing Platform 200 150 Stage Floors 

Offices 50 50 Offices 
Private 
Assembly/Museum Use 60 n/a n/a 
Auditorium - Movable 
Seating 100 100 Theater - Moveable Seats 

Compact Storage 300 250 
Storage Warehouse - 
Heavy 

Art Handling & Storage 150 125 Storage Warehouse - Light 
Outdoor Plaza and 
Loading Dock 600 250 Vehicular Driveways 

Stairs and Corridors 100 100 Stairs and Exit Ways 

Lobby and Dining 100 100 Assembly Area - Lobby 

Mech Spaces Levels 2, 9 150 n/a n/a 

Mech Spaces Cellar 200 n/a n/a 

Roof - Typical 22 + S 20 Roof - Flat 

Roof - Above Gallery 122 + S n/a n/a 

 Figure 11: Comparison between Design LL and ASCE 7 Minimum LL 

Snow Load Comparison 

Design Parameters ASCE 7 
Pg 25 25 
Ct 1 1 
Is 1.15 1.15 
Ce 1 1 
Pf 20.1 20.1 

20 Is 22 23 

Figure 12: Snow Loads 
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the ground snow load exceeds 20 PSF, the flat roof load value must not be less than (20)Is. 22 PSF, 

the design flat roof load, is not in accordance with ASCE 7’s minimum according to equation 7-1 

of 23 PSF.  It is important to note that the step-back terraces where drifting is a concern are 

designed for 100-200 PSF of live load, and it is unlikely that the building will experience snow loads 

exceeding those live loads. 

MEMBER CHECKS 
As mentioned in the Gravity Load & Spot-Check overview section, 

elements supporting level 5 were chosen for their relatively regular 

geometry and layout.  The area, highlighted in blue in Figure 13, is 

supported by the highest concentration of what this report considers 

a “typical” decking/slab system, joist size and number of shear studs, 

and an example of one of the gravity truss supports.  All checks were 

performed using the loading assumptions listed on drawing S-120.00 

for live and dead loads. 

 

DECKING (TYPICAL) 
Specification 0530002.2.B.3 lists Vulcraft as an acceptable 

manufacturer of decking for AAM.  The capacity information for the 

decking will therefore be analyzed using their catalog.   Section 1.4 of 

the same specification notes that the decking should be in a 3-span 

configuration where possible and should remain unshored.  The current 

design has the deck spanning 10’-0” across the W14x26 joists.  Using the 

3.25”LW topping on 3”-18 gauges composite decking should yield a 

capacity of 235 PSF for superimposed dead and live loads. 

 

Required loads for this problem are found on the LL and DL schedules 

on S-200.01.  This area in level five is in the gallery and has a LL 

requirement of 200PSF.  The DL Schedule provides an itemized list of the 

dead loads for this floor type.  Only the floor finish (25 PSF) and the 

MEP/Ceiling (15 PSF) are applicable to find the required loading, a total 

of 240 PSF. 

 

It is apparent that the 235 PSF superimposed capacity is 2.1% deficient for 

the 240 PSF requirement specified in the drawings. This report presents three possible ways to 

reconcile this issue.  First, the designer may have performed a more detailed analysis of the 

ceiling and MEP systems hung by this portion of the slab/decking. Secondly, the designer may 

have rounded off the capacity to meet his requirement (235 PSF = 240 PSF).  Thirdly, a different 

manufacturer of steel decking systems may list a higher capacity for their system; one that meets 

the requirements set forth by the drawings.  Similar to the snow load inconsistency, this floor is 

unlikely to ever see a full 200 PSF live load.  A more detailed analysis is in Appendix A. 

 

JOIST (TYPICAL) 
Moving down the load path, this report attempts to recreate the original calculations used to 

select the W14x26 with 18 shear studs (Figure 12).  First, the dead load live load from their 

respective schedules must be factored (1.2D + 1.6L will control on interior floor joist).   The selected 

joist has a span 20’-8” with spacing of 10’-0” on either side.  It is simply supported.  

 

Checks were made for positive moment capacity and number of shear studs. This report finds 

that the size selected is both adequate and the most economical, but specifies 16 shear studs 

instead of 18 as indicated on the drawings.  The designer may have used extra shear studs to 

Figure 13: Level 5 Framing Plan 

Showing Check Area (S-105) 
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ensure that the Plastic Neutral Axis remains above the web portion of the steel member. A full 

execution of the composite section selection is in Appendix A.  

 

TRUSS AT COLUMN LINE E 
A planar STAAD analysis was used in an attempt to replicate the forces in the diagonal bracing 

between levels 4 and 5 shown in Figure 14.  While the rest of the building and the level-1 supports 

are approximated as fixed, the member properties, sizes, lengths, and connections are all 

modeled as the drawings indicate. The model and loading are more thoroughly detailed in 

Appendix A. 

 

The attempts to replicate axial forces of 1510k (braces between CL 0.9 and 2) and 2000k (braces 

between 2 and 4) were unsuccessful.  The cantilevered braces (0.9 to 2) experienced axial loads 

of 1170 k (compression) and 470k (tension) while the diagonal member (2 to 4) experienced 315 k 

(tension). This report suggests that the remaining capacity would be used in a lateral load 

analysis. 

  

Figure 14: Gravity Truss at Column Line 

E (S-122) 
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LATERAL LOADS 

OVERVIEW 
In order to gain a better understanding of the lateral systems, the wind and seismic lateral loads 

were calculated for Technical Report 1.  Due to the high complexity of AAM’s structure, a series 

of simplifying assumptions had to be used in order to discover the minimum design loads in ASCE 

7. The most significant of which was the alteration of the footprint and profile of the building.  

Future technical reports will use an accurate structural model, but this analysis applies lateral 

loads to a building of base dimensions 126’x285’ with a roof height of 160.’ Figure 1 in the 

Executive Summary shows the true geometry of AAM.  

SEISMIC LOADS 
The seismic load analysis in this report attempts to replicate the base shear of 946k given in the 

design parameters on drawing S-200.01 using the Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure detailed in 

ASCE 7.  After an itemized dead load assignment, an estimate of the building’s fundamental 

period of vibration, and Cs factor calculations, the rectangular building’s base shear was 

calculated to be 695k with an overturning moment of 52400 k-ft with the distribution shown in 

Figure 15. 

Several values in the calculations for the Cs factor conflict with the provided design parameters 

for seismic.  The seismic design parameters provided for SDS and SD1 are not suggested from the 

geotechnical report, and do not match the ASCE 7 maps.  There are no local building code 

exceptions for seismic design parameters.  A request has been made to the design professional 

to discover the origin of these values. 

 

Additionally, because the fundamental period of vibration, T, was estimated using ASCE 7 as 

1.53s in respect to a rectangular building, it is safe to assume that this value does not accurately 

reflect the fundamental period of the actual building. 

 

Because values I and R were verified, and assuming the weight of the building was calculated 

correctly, it is possible to use the design parameter base shear to calculate what Cs should be 

and what the design fundamental period of the building is.  Figure 16 shows that procedure. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: ASCE 7 Estimated Load Distribution for 

Rectangular Building 

Vb = 695 k 

Mov = 52400 k-ft 
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As summarized in Figure 16 above, the actual design base shear of 946 K gives an overturning 

moment of 71400 k-ft with a fundamental period of vibration of 1.043s.  These are the values that 

Technical Report 3 will attempt to reproduce.  The complete calculations for the dead loads and 

seismic loads are in Appendix B and Appendix C respectively. 

WIND LOADS 
In place of wind tunnel testing required by ASCE 7 for a building of this complex geometry, the 

rectangular building allows the use of Method 2 for the Main Wind Force Resisting System.  

Because of the complexity of the actual roof geometry, the calculations in ASCE 7 pertaining to 

the roof pressure were neglected for the purposes of Technical Report 1.  The resultant pressures 

and loads and their calculations are shown in Figures 17 and 18 below. 

 
  

Calculate Base Shear, Overturning Moment 

ASCE 7-05 Estimation Design 

      Cs 0.038126 Cs,des 0.052 

Level Ht (ft) W (k) V Mi Vdes Mi,des 

9RN 160 483 18 2946 25 4012 
9RS 142 628 24 3397 33 4626 

9 140 500 19 2669 26 3635 
8 124 2002 76 9463 104 12887 
7 102 2342 89 9106 122 12400 
6 78 4188 160 12455 217 16962 
5 55 2915 111 6112 151 8323 
4 41 2589 99 4048 134 5512 
3 24 2155 82 1972 112 2685 
2 15 419 16 240 22 326 

    18220 695 52409 946 71370 
    W(t) Vb Mov (kft) Vb,des Mov, des 

Figure 16: Summary of the Design 

Seismic Values and Estimated Seismic 

Values 

Figure 17: Pressures and Equivalent Lateral Forces 
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While the provided design parameters such as the exposure category, importance factor, and 

basic wind speed match this analysis, there are no final wind design values provided by the 

structural professional.  A comparison between the above values would be impossible because 

of the differences in geometry and procedure, anyway.  Technical Report 1 provides a simplified 

analysis of the wind design loads for the project, and future technical reports will make 

adjustments for accuracy.  The complete wind loads analysis is in Appendix D. 

 

  

  

Wall Pressures 

  WW LW 
Eq. Lat 

Pressure 

vrt dist 
per 

level PLF hrz 

Load 
(20ft 

bay) K Mi kft Level ht Kz qz   Cp 0.8 -0.55 

9R 160 1.39 42.09     6.39 -21.07 27.46 10 275 5 879 

9 140 1.36 41.18     5.75 -21.07 26.82 18 483 10 1352 

8 124 1.32 39.97     4.90 -21.07 25.97 19 493 10 1224 

7 102 1.26 38.15     3.63 -21.07 24.70 23 568 11 1159 

6 78 1.2 36.33     2.35 -21.07 23.42 23.5 550 11 859 

5 55 1.11 33.61     0.44 -21.07 21.51 18.5 398 8 438 
4 41 1.04 31.49     -1.05 -21.07 20.02 15.5 310 6 254 

3 24 0.94 28.46     -3.17 -21.07 17.90 13 233 5 112 

2 15 0.85 25.74     -5.09 -21.07 15.98 12 192 4 58 

Figure 18:  Equivalent Lateral Pressures, Forces, Overturning Moment Calcs Mov = 6333 
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CONCLUSION 
Technical Report 1 analyzed the existing structural conditions of the American Art Museum.  The 

foundations, floor systems, frame systems, and lateral systems were summarized with figures and 

descriptions to adequately present the current structural design.  

 

Additionally the live, dead, and snow loads were described and calculated to perform gravity 

member spot-checks of typical members. These values were derived from ASCE 7-05, the latest 

edition of that code at the time of development, in order to replicate the design provided on the 

drawings and specifications.  The complexity of the building required this technical report to verify 

the validity of the designers live and dead load assumptions as opposed to compare unique live 

and dead load selections for given spaces.  These provided loads allowed for a transparent and 

congruent check of the decking/slab selection, typical joist size and shear pin number, and an 

analysis of one of the gravity trusses. Though a few discrepancies in member selection occurred, 

each difference can easily be reconciled by obvious simplifying assumptions that do not affect 

the structural integrity of the building. 

An ASCE 7-05 analysis of the wind and seismic loads was also performed, but were limited in 

relevance due to the complexity of the building’s geometry.  A comparison between this report’s 

estimate of the seismic design parameters through ASCE 7-05 and the specified design 

parameters on the drawings provided insight into the true fundamental period of vibration of 

AAM.  The wind load calculations are impossible to comprehensively explain without more 

information provided by the structural engineers.  
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: GRAVITY SYSTEM CHECK CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX B: TOTAL BUILDING DEAD LOAD CALCULATIONS 
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DL Schedule Summary (S-200.01) 

Floor 
Type DL PSF 

Floor 
Type DL PSF 

1 109 21 84 

2 136 22 122 

3 121 23 112 

4 107 24 186 

5 158 25 191 

6 98 26 169 

7 118 27 187 

8 116 28 214 

9 181 29 203 

10 109 30 158 

11 133 31 102 

12 98 32 116 

13 166 33 161 

14 126 34 118 

15 148 35 84 

16 99 36 76 

17 124 37 126 

18 135     

19 154     

20 94     
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APPENDIX C: SEISMIC LOAD CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX D: WIND LOAD CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX E: SNOW LOAD CALCULATIONS 
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APPENDIX F: TYPICAL PLANS 
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